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Introducing the
Fitzrovia West Neighbourhood Forum
Fitzrovia West

Westminster City Council approved the
designated area for the FitzWest Forum
in March 2014 and in February 2015
approved its constitution as a business
neighbourhood.
It has a membership of at least 200
businesses and residents and holds regular
meetings and consultations based on its
website http://fitzwest.org/
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(a) Promoting local events and
community engagement;
(b) Commenting on planning applications
of note in the area, including at
committee;
(c) Being a sounding board for other
local community groups;
(d) Identifying issues of importance to
membership about the way the area
is changing;
(e) Lobbying WCC, The Mayor of
London, Transport for London and
other organisations on planning,
transport, environmental and
heritage issues;
(f) Advising the council on the best use
of CIL and other resources;
(g) Liaising with other forums in
Westminster;
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Figure 1: Fitzrovia West Neighbourhood Forum Designated Area
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The Neighbourhood Plan for FitzWest sets
out the planning policies which WCC will
apply in the next 20 years.
The Plan has to go through two rounds
of consultation and a referendum of all
residents and businesses before it becomes
part of the statutory planning process.

Have you joined and
would you like to be actively involved?
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Introducing the Neighbourhood Plan

From what you told us in the past, the
Plan aims to:
· Control the size, design and uses in
new development;
· Encourage more housing,
particularly ‘affordable’;
· Improve liveability and public
spaces, increase open space and
provide play areas;
· Protect and increase space for small
businesses;

· Improve environmental standards
and air quality;
· Improve mobility and managing
transport, particularly for walking
and cycling.
FitzWest is an ‘Urban Village’ with a
strong sense of community. It has
a population representing all ages,
genders, ethnic origins and incomes
living in a mix of housing types and sizes.

It has a very diverse range of buildings,
architectural styles and uses, many
of which are listed or in Conservation
Areas. It has a dynamic economy and
a complete spectrum of businesses
from the sole practitioner to the multinational corporate. Its range of shops,
pubs, cafes and restaurants is legendary.
You’ve told us you are concerned about
the cost of housing, the lack of open
space and high levels of pollution.

What do you particularly like about living and/or
working in the area? Any particular dislikes?
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Preserving mixed uses
and creating more housing
There are 5 Conservation Areas, 70 listed buildings
and many other buildings worthy of protection.
With the coming of Crossrail, development
pressures will increase particularly in Oxford Street,
Berners Street and other locations where buildings
of limited architectural value can be redeveloped.
Fitzrovia has always been characterised by its
vibrant business community amongst which live
over 4000 residents. Design, media, architecture,
and IT, as well as shops, cafes and restaurants, are
now the main sources of employment in the area.
The Plan aims to protect this dense intermixing
of uses which gives the area its character while
enabling buildings to be adapted and appropriate
new development to be constructed. In order to
be acceptable, design, scale, the mix of uses and
sustainability are crucial factors.
You’ve told us that you want more emphasis on
‘affordable’ housing for people on all incomes and
fewer ‘super-prime’ apartments, which often remain
vacant or are rented on a short-term basis.

Do you support the preservation of mixed uses in the area residential, small and large businesses, arts venues and community facilities?

What kinds of new housing would you like to see?
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Increasing provision of
green and open space
Principles for
Healthy Streets

Fitzroy Place open space

Trees in Candover Street

Recent research from Newcastle University indicates that residents need to have natural and green space within 300 metres of
where they live if it is to have a positive impact on health and wellbeing.
The Council has defined FitzWest as an area deficient in open space since it has no publicly owned parks, playgrounds or sports
fields within its boundaries. There are two private landscaped courtyards at Fitzroy Place and Rathbone Square, but little
prospect of any more being created.
In order to remedy this, consultants Urban Movement produced a report indicating how streets could be shared or closed to
traffic in order to create pleasant recreation areas and play facilities for children. Five locations were selected for detailed study;
two are illustrated here. Residents’ parking could be relocated but would still be available.
The consultants’ proposals reinforce the Mayor’s ideas on healthy streets (see diagram).
Tree planting also improves the appearance of streets, creates shade in the summer and reduces air pollution.
... Foley Street

Plans for landscaping Market Place ...
... Riding House Street ...

Do you agree with the principle of landscaping some streets
and reducing or removing traffic?
If so, which streets would you like considered for this treatment?
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Protecting and Increasing provision
for small businesses
There are at least 2000 businesses in the area employing
over 38,000 people; 27% of start-ups in Westminster since
2008 are in the West End. Many of the small businesses
provide services to other companies, particularly in the
media, design and finance. International companies, such as
Facebook and Estée Lauder, are moving in where new office
accommodation becomes available.
The Plan aims to protect this mix of types and sizes of
businesses which contribute to London’s dynamic economy.
In particular we propose:
· Protecting small business spaces of 300 sq.m or less and
where possible providing more
· Protecting shops, services and catering outlets in the
designated retail clusters
· Encouraging the diversification of uses in Oxford Street
where there is a reduction in retail floor space
particularly above ground floor level
· Encouraging major new hotel, leisure, cultural,
entertainment and night-time uses to locate south of
Mortimer Street
· Supporting temporary ‘meanwhile’ and pop-up uses in
vacant and underused buildings
· Superfast broadband is essential

What are the major issues facing local
businesses located in the West End?
How can these be resolved?
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Improving environmental standards
and air quality
FitzWest has some of the most polluted streets in London
which frequently exceed EU standards. Streets used by buses
and taxis record the highest levels of NO2 and particulates
which have the biggest impact on our health. Greenhouse
gases are also produced by gas central heating, industry and
other methods of transport.
The build-up of toxic gases and excess heat leads to
the urban heat island effect in summer months, raising
temperatures to dangerously high levels for those with
respiratory diseases and heart conditions.
This Plan supports all methods of reducing through traffic
and encouraging greater use of electric vehicles as buses,
taxis and for deliveries. More charge points are needed.
Buildings need improved insulation to reduce energy use
and less reliance on mechanical ventilation. Better storage
facilities for recycling refuse is also needed. The Council can
do much more to promote recycling of all materials.

What more can be done to promote an
understanding of, and individual and collective
action, to implement sustainable development?
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Transport matters
Fitzrovia West

We wish to increase health, safety and
wellbeing by promoting walking, cycling and
the use of public transport. We wish it to
be as safe to walk or cycle in FitzWest as it
currently is to travel by car.
Our area is exceptionally well served by
public transport. Most people working in or
visiting the area use public transport. The
Elizabeth line will bring more people on foot.
FitzWest is extremely congested and suffers
a high level of atmospheric pollution. We
wish to improve the environmental quality
of our streets by reducing traffic speeds,
reducing through traffic and discouraging
unnecessary use of the motorcar.
A high proportion of taxis and delivery
vehicles are diesel powered while deliveries
are uncoordinated and are increasing in
volume because of the rise of online sales.
We wish to rationalise deliveries.
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As cycling attracts more users as a
convenient means of transport, our plan
supports the increased provision for cycle
parking both on and off street. The London
Plan Policy T5 and parking standards (table
10.2) should be a requirement on all new
development in the designated area.
This will provide the basis for enhancing
the public realm through environmental
improvements.
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How FitzWest residents
How travel
FitzWest
residents
to work
travel to work

Figure 1: Fitzrovia West
Neighbourhood
Forum Designated Area
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Children enjoying a parklet in Hackney
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Would you prefer buses to go straight along
Oxford Street or to take a detour through Fitzrovia?
Can you think of healthier ways to use our
streets than for parking vehicles?

Main roads should take buses and through traffic, pedestrian and cycle priority on side roads

Figure children en oying a parklet in ackney
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Using other resources to improve the area
In 2016 we ran a survey of those attending an exhibition at the
Getty Gallery to ask you for your preferences and priorities for
improving the area.
While the Plan can only contain policies addressing planning
issues, there are may ways in which local resources can be used
to improve the environment and provide better facilities. For
instance, the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) is paid by
developers when they begin a development based on the floor
area to be constructed. Developers can also be asked to make
other contributions in order to make a planning application
acceptable (often referred to as Section 106 planning
obligations).
A proportion of CIL generated in FitzWest has to be spent in the
area and the Council has to consult the Forum on what are our
priorities.
So far we’ve identified:
· Re-using streets to create green spaces and play areas
· Creating green roofs and walls and more tree planting
· Improving facilities for those walking and cycling
· Reducing greenhouse gases and improving air quality
· Improving community facilities at the Community Centre,
All Souls’ School and Club House
· Running events, sports and community activities
· Improving and publicising refuse and recycling facilities

When resources become available,
how would you like to see them spent?

